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Question:
TOPIC 4 - What are the major contemporary problems and issues (you can limit yourself to three) facing religion in the world?
How will these issues impact human behavior? What solution could you offer that would resolve these issues? Be sure to use
evidence from at least three sources (one of which must be your *guest speaker) to support your ideas. *You should still have
your foldable notes from that presentation.
Essay:
Problems in religion across the world can affect the behavior of humans in many ways. These problems can make people do
better in life, do worse in life, or even harm themselves or others lives.
One of the major contemporary problems in religion is bisexuality, and homosexuality. Now days there are many gay, lesbian,
and bisexual people. In which many religions disapprove of or do not accept, especially when it comes down to marriage.
Most religions do not approve of, or allow same sex marriage which may cause people to convert to a new religion. In addition
to causing those people to convert religions it may also cause those people to have resent towards those people who do not
approve, or themselves which can/may result in death or serious injury.
Pedophilia, and Epedophilia are also a major conflict in religions. Religions such as Roman Catholic, or Catholic
church'shave a lot of case of pedophile inside them. Pedophile is a case in which young/small children and/or teens are
sexually abused. In the cases in the church the people being sexually abused are usually boys abused by the priest, due to
the fact that the priest is not allowed to have sexual intercourse with a woman.
In addition to those two major contemporary issues there is also the issue of Wicca, also known as which craft. Which craft is
looked down on by most religions. It is said to be the working of the devil which all religions are not in favor of. People who
perform Wicca are said to be witches and people of the devil. These people are usually not welcomed in the churches, or
religious places because people are afraid or discriminant.
There are many more conflicts in religions outside of just these three. These are just as important as the others. Although
these are not the biggest of issues they are still very important.
Instructor notes:
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